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Abstract

MicroRNAs (miRs) regulate gene expression at the posttranscriptional level. To obtain some insights into the origins and

evolutionary patterns of miR genes, we have identified miR genes in the genomes of 12 Drosophila species by bioinformatics

approaches and examined their evolutionary changes. The results showed that the extant and ancestral Drosophila species

had more than 100 miR genes and frequent gains and losses of miR genes have occurred during evolution. Although many

miR genes appear to have originated from random hairpin structures in intronic or intergenic regions, duplication of miR
genes has also contributed to the generation of new miR genes. Estimating the rate of nucleotide substitution of miR genes,

we have found that newly arisen miR genes have a substitution rate similar to that of synonymous nucleotide sites in protein-

coding genes and evolve almost neutrally. This suggests that most new miR genes have not acquired any important function

and would become inactive. By contrast, old miR genes show a substitution rate much lower than the synonymous rate.

Moreover, paired and unpaired nucleotide sites of miR genes tend to remain unchanged during evolution. Therefore, once

miR genes acquired their functions, they appear to have evolved very slowly, maintaining essentially the same structures for

a long time.

Key words: birth-and-death evolution, gene duplication, gene regulation, multigene family, noncoding RNA, substitution

rate.

Introduction

MicroRNAs (miRs) constitute one of the major classes of non-

coding RNAs that regulate gene expression at the posttran-

scriptional level (Ambros 2004; Bartel 2004; Lewis et al. 2005;

Bartel 2009). They are first transcribed as primarymiRs, which

form hairpin (stem-loop) structures and undergo several pro-

cessing steps to produce mature miRs with ;22 nucleotides

(nt) (fig. 1). Thesemature miRs interact with the transcripts of

target genes and suppress their expression. After their first

discovery in Caenorhabditis elegans (Lee et al. 1993), exten-

sive studies have been conducted to understand their func-

tional roles in gene regulatory systems (e.g., Reinhart et al.

2000; Li et al. 2006; Flynt and Lai 2008; Yekta et al. 2008).

MiR genes are widely distributed in animals and land

plants (Axtell and Bowman 2008) and several hypotheses

have been proposed to explain their origins (Shabalina

and Koonin 2008). The first hypothesis is that new miR

genes originate from duplication of genetic elements such

as miR and protein-coding genes. If a miR gene is dupli-

cated, a resultant duplicate can become a new miR gene

through some nucleotide substitutions (Tanzer and Stadler

2004). If a protein-coding gene (or any other genetic ele-

ment) is duplicated in an inverted way, the resultant inverted

duplicates form a hairpin structure and may also become

a new miR gene. The second hypothesis is that terminal in-

verted repeats of transposable elements (TEs) become miR

genes (Voinnet 2009). Indeed, it has been reported that sev-

eral miR genes in animals and plants have originated from

miniature inverted-repeat TEs (Piriyapongsa and Jordan

2007; Piriyapongsa and Jordan 2008). The third hypothesis

is that random hairpin structures in intronic or intergenic re-

gions become miR genes. Because there are hundreds of

thousands of hairpin structures in the genomes of higher

organisms (e.g., Bentwich et al. 2005; Felippes et al.

2008), some of them may become miR genes.

InDrosophila species, it has been suggested thatmostmiR

genes have originated from random hairpin structures and

the contribution of gene duplication is negligibly small (Lu

et al. 2008b). This conclusionwas primarily obtainedwithout

examining miR genes generated by gene duplication. In
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practice, however, duplicated (paralogous) genes are known
to exist. Therefore, we must consider the increase of miR

genes due to gene duplication aswell as the generation from

random hairpin structures.

The purpose of this study is to examine the possible

origins of miR genes and their evolutionary patterns in

long-term Drosophila evolution. We used 12 Drosophila
species whose genome sequences have been published

(Clark et al. 2007). These species diverged at various evolu-
tionary times from less than 1 MYA to over 60 MYA (Tamura

et al. 2004). In addition, we used 152 miR genes, which

have been experimentally identified and well confirmed in

Drosophila melanogaster (e.g., Ruby et al. 2007a, 2007b;

Stark et al. 2007; Griffiths-Jones et al. 2008). Using these

data, we have identified miR genes in the 12 species with

bioinformatics techniques and examined their evolutionary
changes.

Materials and Methods

The names of 12 Drosophila species used in this study and

their approximate divergence times are presented in figure2.

The genome sequence of D. melanogaster (release 5) was

downloaded from Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project

(http://fruitfly.org/). The genome sequences (CAF1) of other

11 species were downloaded from AAA database (http:

//rana.lbl.gov/drosophila/). We also downloaded 152 miR

sequences in D. melanogaster from miRBase (release
13.0, http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/; Griffiths-Jones et al.

2008). Using these sequences as queries, we conducted

a BlastN search (Altschul et al. 1997) against each genome

sequence with E-value � 10�4.

All hit sequences were classified into 152 groups of the

D. melanogaster genes based on the E-values of the BlastN

search. The sequences of each group were aligned using

MUSCLE (Edgar 2004). We then used the following four cri-
teria with different stringencies to eliminate non-miR genes.

1) Mature sequences (fig. 1) contain �2 nt indels compared

with that of the D. melanogaster miR genes. This is a basic

criterion and applied for all other criteria. 2) Free energy (FE)

of the predicted hairpin structure is ��15 kcal/mol or

P value in randomization test by RANDFOLD (Bonnet

et al. 2004) is �0.2. 3) FE is ��15 kcal/mol and the P value

is�0.2. 4) FE is��15 kcal/mol and the P value is�0.05. The
nucleotide sequences of all miR genes and their genomic

locations are shown in miR_seqs.txt and supplementary

tables S1–S12 (Supplementary Material online), respectively.

Mature
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Seed

Extended
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FIG. 1.—Typical structure of miRs. Each miR consists of single-

strand, extended-stem, duplex, and loop-end regions. The duplex

structure that has ;2 nt 3# overhang is the final product of miRs, but

only one of the two arms generally becomes mature miRs and the other

arm called miR* is degraded. The seed sequence (second to seventh

nucleotide in the mature region) is particularly important for target

recognition in animals. Vertical rods indicate the paired nucleotide sites.
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FIG. 2.—Estimates of the numbers of miR genes in ancestral species and gains and losses of miR genes during Drosophila evolution. Numbers in

squares show the numbers of miR genes in ancestral or extant species. Numbers along each branch indicate the numbers of gains (þ) and losses (�) of
miR genes, respectively. The time scale shown below the tree is from Tamura et al. (2004).
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Based on the predicted hairpin structures by RNAFOLD
(Mathews et al. 1999), we also extracted the complemen-

tary sequence, which is the opposite arm of the mature

sequence in the duplex structure (fig. 1).

Results

Numbers of miR Genes in Drosophila Species
Our homology search identifiedmore than 100miR genes in
each of the 12 species when search criterion 1 was used (ta-

ble 1). However, the number of miR genes in a species de-

creased as the genetic divergence from D. melanogaster
increased (roughly from top to bottom in table 1). This does

not necessarily mean that D. melanogaster and Drosophila
virilis have the largest and the smallest numbers of miR

genes, respectively. We used only D. melanogaster miR se-

quences as queries for homology search, and therefore it is
possible that we failed to identify miR genes, which exist in

other species but not inD.melanogaster. In other words, the

numbers of miR genes shown in table 1 are the minimum

estimates, particularly in species distantly related to D. mel-
anogaster. This is inevitable because the experimental iden-

tification of miR genes is still quite limited for the other 11

species. Nevertheless, Drosophila willistoni that diverged

from D. melanogaster ;62 MYA shows a larger number
of miR genes than some other species (Drosophila ananas-
sae, Drosophila pseudoobscura, and Drosophila persimilis)
that diverged more recently from D. melanogaster. This sug-
gests that expansion of miR genes has occurred in D. willi-
stoni. It should be noted that several miR genes were

regarded as non-miR genes when we used more stringent
search criteria (table 1). This ambiguity is unavoidable be-

cause our computational approach can identify only poten-

tial candidates of miR genes.

We also counted the number of gene families in each spe-

cies by using information given in miRBase (table 1). Here,

a miR gene family is defined as a group of miR genes, of

which the mature sequences are homologous to one an-

other. The results show that each gene family consists of
one or a few genes (on average 1.22 genes for all 12 species)

except for the mir-2 family that contains seven to nine genes

within species (see supplementary tables S1–S12, Supple-

mentary Material online). This small number of miR genes

per gene family has also been reported in other animals such

as humans and mice (Li and Mao 2007). Yet, the average

number (1.43) for D. willistoni was considerably greater

than that for other Drosophila species, again suggesting
species-specific duplication of miR genes in this species (par-

ticularly genes belonging to mir-959 and mir-964 gene fam-

ilies, see supplementary table S9, Supplementary Material

online). In the following analyses, we used all miR genes

identified by standard homology search (criterion 1 in table

1), but the results were essentially the same even when

more stringent criteria were used.

Chromosomal Locations of miR Genes
To examine the genomic locations of miR genes and their

rearrangements during evolution, we mapped miR genes

ofD.melanogaster,Drosophila simulans,Drosophila yakuba,
D. pseudoobscura, and Drosophila mojavensis on their

Table 1

Numbers of MiR Genes and Gene Families Identified in 12 Drosophila Species

Species (MYAa)

Number of Genes Under Different Criteria

No. of Gene

Familiesf
Average No. of

Genes/Gene Familyf
Criterion 1

(Standard)b Criterion 2c Criterion 3d Criterion 4e

Subgenus Sophophora

D. melanogaster (�) 152 152 150 145 131 1.16

D. simulans (5.4) 143 141 137 132 124 1.15

D. sechellia (5.4) 149 147 145 139 127 1.17

D. yakuba (12.8) 148 148 144 137 120 1.23

D. erecta (12.8) 142 142 139 134 119 1.19

D. ananassae (44.2) 115 115 113 110 98 1.17

D. pseudoobscura (54.9) 106 106 103 100 87 1.22

D. persimilis (54.9) 107 107 106 103 84 1.27

D. willistoni (62.2) 123 123 121 120 86 1.43

Subgenus Drosophila

D. mojavensis (62.9) 103 103 101 97 88 1.17

D. virilis (62.9) 101 101 100 98 85 1.19

D. grimshawi (62.9) 112 112 111 109 85 1.32

a
Divergence time from D. melanogaster obtained by Tamura et al. (2004).

b
BlastN search with E-value � 10�4 and �2 nt gaps in the mature region. This criterion was also applied for all other criteria.

c
FE of the predicted hairpin structure ��15 kcal/mol or P � 0.2 in randomization test by RANDFOLD (Bonnet et al. 2004).

d
FE � �15 kcal/mol and P � 0.2.

e
FE � �15 kcal/mol and P � 0.05.

f
Based on criterion 1.
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chromosomes (fig. 3). In these species miR genes were
widely distributed throughout the genome. In the compar-

ison of D. melanogaster and D. simulans, which diverged

;5.4 MYA, the order of orthologous miR genes (shown

by broken lines) was perfectly conserved except for a change

due to a chromosomal inversion in the chromosomal arm 3R

of D. melanogaster (Schaeffer et al. 2008). Nevertheless,

somemiR genes were duplicated (solid lines) ormissing (stars

in the D. melanogaster genome) in D. simulans. Comparison
of D. simulans and D. yakuba also shows gains and losses of

miR genes. In addition, the order of orthologous genes has

changed because of several chromosomal inversions and

translocations. Yet, the changes were confined within the

same chromosomal arm except for a change that was

caused by a pericentric inversion between 2L and 2R in D.
yakuba (Schaeffer et al. 2008). However, comparison of

D. yakuba with D. pseudoobscura and D. pseudoobscura
with D. mojavensis shows that the orders of orthologous

genes have been shuffled even between different chromo-

somal arms and many gains and losses of miR genes have

occurred. These results indicate that miR genes have been

subject to birth-and-death evolution and their locations have

changed considerably during Drosophila evolution.

If tandem duplication is important for generating new

miR genes, many miR genes should be clustered in the ge-
nome. Our data show that 43% of miR genes are clustered

on average with at least one other miR gene (�3 kb apart;

supplementary table S13, Supplementary Material online).

Particularly, D. willistoni shows a higher proportion of clus-

tered genes (54%) than other species, largely because a clus-

ter containing mir-959 and mir-964 orthologs has been

duplicated several times (supplementary table S9, Supple-

mentary Material online). (Of course, this could be due to
assembly errors.) In all species examined, however, the

genes included in a cluster were largely nonhomologous

and belonged to different gene families (supplementary

table S13, Supplementary Material online). Many clustered

genes are therefore likely to have originated from non-miR

sequences. Nevertheless, the proportion of gene increase by

tandem duplication within clusters was on average
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FIG. 3.—Chromosomal locations of miR genes and their ortholo-

gous and paralogous relationships in Drosophila melanogaster (mel),

D. simulans (sim), D. yakuba (yak), D. pseudoobscura (pse), and

D. mojavensis (moj). Rods above and below the chromosomes show

the miR genes located on opposite strands. Broken and solid lines stand

for orthologous and paralogous relationships of miR genes, respectively.

Stars above and below the chromosomes represent the genes whose

orthologous genes are absent in the upper and lower species,

respectively. L and R indicate the left and right arms of chromosomes,

respectively, whereas U indicates that the chromosomal location of the

sequences remains undetermined. We also showed the Muller elements

(A–F) above the chromosomes because the conservation of the gene

contents within Muller elements are well supported (Schaeffer et al.

2008). We only showed the chromosomes where miR genes were

located. The information about chromosomal assemblies is from

Schaeffer et al. (2008). Scale is approximate.
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estimated to be as large as 31% (see supplementary table
S13, Supplementary Material online for details). This would

be the minimum estimate because some gene clusters gen-

erated by tandem duplication may have been dispersed by

chromosomal rearrangements. Therefore, tandem duplica-

tion has also been important for increasing the number of

miR genes within clusters.

Gains and Losses of miR Genes
Estimates of the numbers of miR genes in ancestral species

and gains and losses of miR genes during Drosophila evolu-

tion are presented in figure 2. These estimates were ob-

tained by the parsimony method. For example, if a miR

gene was present in D. melanogaster and D. simulans
but absent in other species, we assumed that the gene

was generated in the ancestor of these two species (branch

6 in fig. 2) and lost in Drosophila sechellia.
The number of miR genes in the most recent common

ancestor of 12 Drosophila species was estimated to be

106, although this number should be a minimum estimate

as mentioned above. We found that D. willistoni gained 21

genes during the evolution, and D. melanogaster acquired
46 miR genes after the 12 Drosophila species split into the

two subgenera (branches 2–7 in fig. 2). In addition, many

gene gains were observed in other lineages. We also found
many losses of miR genes in various lineages. Note that

there was no gene loss in the lineage to D. melanogaster
and no gene gain in some other lineages. This has occurred

because of the limitation of our homology search.Wewould

find losses and gains in these lineages if experimental data

on miR genes become available for all 12 Drosophila species
and are used for homology search as queries.

We classified the 46 gene gains observed in the lineage to
D. melanogaster into gene gains within a gene family and

gene gains generating new gene families. If a new gene be-

longs to one of the preexistingmiR gene families, the gene is

most likely to be generated by gene duplication. However,

our results show that 89% (41/46) of gene gains have gen-

erated new gene families (table 2). These gains have oc-

curred in intronic and intergenic regions in almost equal

frequencies. Essentially the same results were obtained even
when we considered all 152 miR genes in D. melanogaster,
although three genes were located in untranslated regions

of protein-coding genes (supplementary table S14, Supple-

mentary Material online). These results suggest that many

miR genes have originated from random hairpin structures

in intronic or intergenic regions. Yet, note that 11% of the

miR genes have clearly been derived from duplication of miR

genes. Also, all gene gains observed in the lineages of non-
melanogaster species have obviously originated by gene du-

plication (see also solid lines in fig. 3) because homology

search was used for detecting these gene gains. Therefore,

the duplication of miR genes has apparently contributed to

produce new miR genes as well.

Similarity of miR Genes to Protein-Coding Genes and
TEs
We also examined the possibilities that miR genes have orig-

inated from protein-coding genes and TEs. If this is the case,

miR genes are likely to show sequence similarity to them.
We therefore examined the similarity of miR genes to every

protein-coding gene using a BlastN search with E-value �
10�4. In this analysis, we used only the protein-coding genes

in D. melanogaster (dmel-all-gene-r5.16.fasta in FlyBase,

http://flybase.org/) because gene annotations appeared to

be incomplete in other species. The results showed that

none of the miR genes in D. melanogaster has significant
sequence similarity to protein-coding genes. This suggests
that Drosophila miR genes have not originated from in-

verted duplicates of protein-coding genes.

Similarly, we examined the sequence similarity between

miR genes and TEs by using RepeatMasker (open-3.2.8,

http://www.repeatmasker.org/) with default settings. The

results were negative except for two miR genes in D. yaku-
ba. Both of them (numbers 146 and 148 in our annotation,

which were orthologs of mir-10) showed sequence similarity
to jockey, a retrotransposon (Mizrokhi et al. 1988). However,

only parts of the miR genes were alignable with the jockey
element, and mir-10 orthologs in other 11 species and one

ortholog (number 118) inD. yakuba did not show significant

sequence similarity to jockey. In addition, these two genes

were regarded as non-miR genes when we used more strin-

gent search criteria (see supplementary table S4, Supple-

mentary Material online). It is therefore unlikely that the
mir-10 gene originated from jockey. In any case, the contri-

bution of TEs to miR genes appears to be negligible in

Drosophila species.

Evolutionary Rates of miR Genes
To examine the extent of conservation of miR genes after
their origination, we next studied the rates of nucleotide

substitution for themature, complementary, and other (loop

end, extended stem, and single strand, hereafter LES) re-

gions (fig. 1). (We analyzed the complementary region in-

stead of the miR* region because the miR* sequences for

Table 2

Genomic Locations and Possible Origins of 46 MiR Genes that Have

Been Gained During Evolution of Drosophila melanogaster

Location

Possible Origin

MiRa Non-miRb Total

Intron 1 23 24

Intergenic region 4 18 22

Total 5 41 46

a
MiR genes generated by duplication of miR genes. (Newly arisen genes showed

sequence similarity to preexisting miR genes.)
b
MiR genes derived from non-miR sequences. (Newly arisen genes showed no

significant sequence similarity to preexisting miR genes.)
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several miR genes have not been determined even in D. mel-
anogaster.) We also considered the seed sequence (positions

2–7) separately from other parts of themature sequence be-

cause the seed sequence is known to be most critical for

target recognition (see Bartel 2009 for review). Moreover,

to examine the relationships between substitution rate

and the time after birth of a miR gene, we estimated

the substitution rate for a group of miR genes, which were

generated in each branch of the lineage to D. melanogaster
(1–6 in fig. 2). In this analysis, we used 110 orthologous

groups of miR genes, which contained no paralogs and

computed the substitution rate for each of them. For exam-

ple, suppose that a miR gene was generated on branch 6,

and onlyD. melanogaster,D. simulans, andD. sechellia have
the gene (fig. 2). If the numbers of nucleotide substitutions

per site (Jukes and Cantor 1969) for the mature region be-

tween D. melanogaster and D. simulans and between D.
melanogaster and D. sechellia are 0.04 and 0.06, respec-

tively, the average becomes (0.04 þ 0.06)/2 5 0.05. As

the divergence time between D. melanogaster and D. sim-
ulans (orD. sechellia) has been estimated to be 5.4MYA, the

substitution rate for the mature region of the miR gene can

be estimated by 0.05/(5.4 � 106 � 2) 5 4.6 � 10�9/site/

year. For comparison, we also estimated the substitution

rates at synonymous and nonsynonymous sites of 12,285
orthologous protein-coding genes (release FB2009_03 in

FlyBase). The modified Nei-Gojobori method (Zhang et al.

1998) with transition/transversion ratio of 2 was used for

computing the numbers of nucleotide substitutions per syn-

onymous and nonsynonymous sites.

The results show that there is a negative correlation

between the substitution rate and the time after the birth

of miR genes (P , 0.001 by t-test; fig. 4). In other words,
old miR genes have evolved much slower than new miR

genes, suggesting that old miR genes have more important

functions than new ones. For miR genes generated in

branches 1–5, the evolutionary rate was lowest in the ma-

ture region (orange and red bars in fig. 4), intermediate in

the complementary region (blue bars), and highest in the

LES region (green bars), which is consistent with the previ-

ous studies (Ehrenreich and Purugganan 2008; Lu et al.
2008a). The seed sequence (orange bars) showed an even

lower rate compared with the other mature region (red

bars). For example, the rate for seed sequences was as small

as 2.0 � 10�11/site/year for the miR genes generated in

branch 1. Note that even the LES region showed a substitu-

tion rate comparable with the nonsynonymous substitution

rate in protein-coding genes (dark gray bars). This indicates

that there are some functional constraints even in the LES
region. By contrast, for miR genes that originated in branch

6, the rates of mature, complementary, and LES regions

were nearly the same (;12 � 10�9) and were similar to

the synonymous substitution rate (14.1 � 10�9) of protein-

coding genes (light gray bars).

To show the extent of natural selection for each miR

region in more detail, we computed the average r/rS (5

w) ratio for each miR region, where r is the substitution rate

for each miR region and rS is the synonymous substitution

rate of protein-coding genes (table 3). If we assume that

synonymous substitutions are neutral, the w values
of .1, 1, and ,1 suggest positive, neutral, and purifying

selection, respectively. The results show that w is much

lower than 1 for old miR genes, suggesting strong purifying

selection for these genes (table 3 for the statistical signifi-

cance). For example, 99% (1 � w5 1 � 0.01) of mutations

in the mature region of miR genes generated in branch 1 are

likely to have been deleterious and eliminated by purifying

selection. Even for the LES region, 74% (1 � 0.26) of
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FIG. 4.—Substitution rates of miR and protein-coding genes that

originated in each branch (1–6 in fig. 2). We analyzed 110 and 12,285

orthologous groups of miR and protein-coding genes, respectively. Error

bars indicate the standard errors. ‘‘N/A’’ indicates that there was no such

orthologous group of miR genes in the data set. The numbers of

orthologous miR genes analyzed for each branch are as follows: 74 for

branch 1, 0 for branch 2, 4 for branch 3, 6 for branch 4, 19 for branch

5, and 7 for branch 6.

Table 3

w (5 r/rS) Values for Each Region of MiR Genes

Brancha Matureb Complementary LESc

1 0.01* 0.06* 0.26*

2d — — —

3 0.06* 0.12* 0.29

4 0.05* 0.26* 0.49*

5 0.30* 0.35* 0.55*

6 1.11 0.91 0.71

* P (r 5 rS) , 0.05 by t-test after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing.
a
Branch numbers correspond to those in figure 2.

b
Entire mature sequence was considered without separating seed and other

parts of the mature sequence.
c
Loop-end, extended-stem, and single-strand regions.

d
There was no such orthologous gene group in the data set.
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mutations appear to have been deleterious. The same trend
was observed for miR genes that originated in branches 1–5.

By contrast, miR genes that originated in branch 6 show that

w is close to 1. Therefore, new miR genes appear to have

evolved in a more or less neutral fashion.

Substitution Patterns of miR Genes
It is known that the duplex structure of mature and miR*

regions is very important for several steps of miR matura-
tion (see Lau andMacRae 2009 for review). For this reason,

the proportion of paired sites (A–U, G–C, and G–U pairs)

between mature and complementary regions was as high

as ;80% on average (supplementary fig. S1, Supplemen-

tary Material online). Also, the proportions of paired sites

were essentially the same between old and new miR genes

(supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online). To

clarify howmiR genes have maintained a stable proportion
of paired sites during evolution, we examined the patterns

of nucleotide substitution in mature and complementary

regions. In this analysis, we used 91 orthologous groups

of miR genes, which contained no paralogs and no

gaps in the mature and complementary regions. For each

ortholog, we inferred the nucleotide sequences of ances-

tral species by using the likelihood method (Yang et al.

1995) and counted the numbers of substitutions at paired
(A–U, G–C, and G–U pairs) and unpaired sites (all other

pairs) separately.

The results have shown that the numbers of substitu-

tions at paired and unpaired sites are similar in both mature

and complementary regions (fig. 5A), even though the

number of paired sites is about four times larger than that

of unpaired sites (supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary

Material online). Therefore, nucleotide substitutions have
occurred more frequently at unpaired sites than at paired

sites in both mature and complementary regions (P ,

0.001 by v2 test). These results suggest that paired sites

are under stronger functional constraints than unpaired

sites.

We then examined whether the pairing status (paired

or unpaired) changes when a nucleotide substitution occurs.

The results showed a strong tendency that both paired and
unpaired statuses remain unchanged after nucleotide sub-

stitutions more often than expected by chance (fig. 5B).
These results suggest that the positions of paired and un-

paired sites in the duplex structure have been more or less

stable during evolution. We actually found that the propor-

tion of paired sites is on average lower in the middle part of

the duplex structure than in the upper (5#) and lower (3#)
parts (supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material on-
line). This is consistent with the idea that small internal loops

at the middle portion of the duplex structure are important

for the accurate miR biogenesis (Han et al. 2006). Therefore,

it appears that miR genes have kept essentially the same

structures for a long time.

Discussion

In this study, we have examined the evolutionary dynamics

of miR genes in Drosophila species. Although available data

are still limited, we found that at least 100miR genes existed

in the common ancestor of the 12 Drosophila species used
and frequent gains and losses of miR genes have occurred

during evolution. This birth-and-death evolution (Nei and

Rooney 2005) of miR genes in Drosophila species is similar

to the evolutionary mode of protein-coding genes such as

olfactory receptor (Guo and Kim 2007; Nozawa and Nei

2007) and odorant-binding protein (Vieira et al. 2007)

genes.

We have shown that many miR genes have been derived
from non-miR sequences. Of the miR genes generated from

non-miR sequences, about one-half have occurred in in-

tronic regions of protein-coding genes (I in fig. 6). Intronic

regions may be easy to generate miR genes because they

can be co-transcribed with the protein-coding genes. Some

Number of substitutions

Mature ComplementaryA

B

U

P

P

P

U

P

U

U

Mature Complementary

0 40 80 120040

***

* **

0 100 200100 0
Number of substitutions

Pair

Unp
air

** **

* P<0.01
** P<0.001Observed

Expected

FIG. 5.—Substitution patterns in mature and complementary

regions of Drosophila miR genes. (A) Numbers of substitutions at paired

and unpaired sites. (B) Numbers of different types of substitutions:

paired to paired (P/P), paired to unpaired (P/U), unpaired to paired

(U/P), and unpaired to unpaired (U/U). We analyzed 91 orthologous

groups of genes, which contained no paralogs and no gaps in the

mature and complementary regions. Open and solid bars indicate

the expected and observed numbers of substitutions, respectively.

The expected numbers of substitutions were computed under the

assumption of equal rate among different types of substitutions.

Asterisks indicate the statistical significance (* for 1% and ** for 0.1%

level) of the difference between the expected and observed numbers of

substitutions by v2 test.
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miR genes in introns are actually known to be processed by

the spliceosome and called mirtrons (Berezikov et al. 2007;

Okamura et al. 2007; Ruby et al. 2007a; Zhu et al. 2008).

Nevertheless, the advantage of miR genes existing in pro-

tein-coding genes is still unclear. Behura (2007) examined

the physical association of miR genes and their overlapping

protein-coding genes in the genomes of D. melanogaster,
mosquito (Anopheles gambiae), and honey bee (Apis melli-
fera) and found that only two orthologous miR genes were

located within the introns of the same protein-coding genes

in all the three species. Therefore, further studies are nec-

essary to understand the importance of miR genes located

in introns.

The remaining half of the new miR genes from non-miR

sequences are likely to have been derived from random hair-
pin structures in intergenic regions (II in fig. 6). Obviously, if

we consider a single hairpin structure, the possibility of the

hairpin to become a miR gene would be negligibly small be-

cause the promoter region of a miR gene also must be gen-

erated. However, there are hundreds of thousands of hairpin

structures in theD. melanogaster genome (Stark et al. 2007;

Lu et al. 2008b). In addition, a substantial fraction of

a genome appears to be transcribed in Drosophila species

(Manak et al. 2006). Therefore, it is possible that some of

these hairpins in intergenic regions have evolved into

new miR genes.

However, we also found that duplication of miR genes
has played significant roles in the origin of miR genes (III

in fig. 6). The proportion of new miR genes derived by gene

duplication was ;10% in the D. melanogaster lineage for

the last 60 Myr. Many gene gains by duplication were also

observed in the lineages leading to other species. Moreover,

;30% of gene gains within clusters can be explained by

tandem duplication, although many clusters were gener-

ated before the divergence of Drosophila species. Note that
these are minimum estimates because the new miR genes

may have diverged considerably from the original miR genes

so that their similarity is no longer detectable.

This finding about the role of gene duplication is different

from that of Lu et al. (2008b), who studied the generation of

III. Duplicate of 
preexisting microRNA

New microRNA

Silencing and/or deletionSlow evolution with
keeping original structure

I. Hairpin structure
in introns

IV. Transposable element
II. Random hairpin structure

in intergenic regions

Active microRNA Inactive microRNA

V. Inverted duplicates
of genetic elements

FIG. 6.—Possible evolutionary scenario of Drosophila miR genes. Thickness of solid arrows roughly indicates the importance of the processes.
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miR genes in D. melanogaster, D. simulans, and D. pseu-
doobscura. They suggested that miR genes have originated

almost exclusively from random hairpin structures and the

contribution of gene duplication is very small. This hap-

pened primarily because they used their own experimental

data for their analysis and did not really consider the possi-

bility of miR genes being derived by duplication. By contrast,

we considered both possibilities for origins of miR genes

from random hairpin structures and by gene duplication.
In addition, we used miR genes, which satisfied very strin-

gent criteria and were listed in the miRBase (e.g., Ruby et al.

2007b; Stark et al. 2007), whereas Lu et al. (2008b) ana-

lyzed their own experimental data, in which miR genes were

identified with more relaxed criteria. Therefore, it is possible

that their data contained many non-miR sequences and

gave a biased conclusion (see Berezikov et al. 2010). Further-

more, we studied the long-term evolution of miR genes,
whereas Lu et al. (2008b) were primarily interested in the

short-term evolution. If the short-term evolution is consid-

ered, the probability of generation of new genes by dupli-

cation would certainly be much lower than that from

random hairpin structures. Indeed, when we reanalyzed

their data, none of the species-specific miR genes they iden-

tified in D. melanogaster and D. simulans had paralogous

genes. However, most miR genes derived from random hair-
pin structures seem to disappear quickly (Lu et al. 2008b).

Therefore, if the long-term evolution is considered, gene du-

plication appears to become more important for the origin

of miR genes than previously thought. It is possible that miR

genes generated by gene duplication have survived longer

than those derived from random hairpin structures.

After the birth of a miR gene, there seem to be two dif-

ferent modes of evolution. We have shown that new miR
genes have evolved in a more or less neutral fashion. There-

fore, a majority of these genes may not have acquired any

function and may be transcribed at very low levels in an un-

regulated fashion. New miR genes were actually shown to

be expressed at a lower level compared with old ones (Lu

et al. 2008b). By contrast, the rate of nucleotide substitution

of old miR genes is very low compared with that of protein-

coding genes. We also found that once the structure of miR
genes is established it tends to be kept for a long evolution-

ary time. Therefore, miR genes evolve almost neutrally at

the initial stage of evolution and many of them appear to

become inactive (fig. 6). Only a few of them acquire solid

functions and evolve very slowly under strong purifying

selection, keeping their original structures.

Using the McDonald–Kreitman (MK) test (McDonald and

Kreitman 1991), Lu et al. (2008a) concluded that positive
selection is the major force of evolution of miR genes, par-

ticularly at the initial stage. They estimated that ;80% of

nucleotide substitutions in the new genes, which were

generated during Drosophila evolution, have occurred by

positive selection. However, because the results of the

MK test can be interpreted in many different ways without
positive selection (e.g., Eyre-Walker 2002; Hughes 2008;

Nei M, Suzuki Y, Nozawa M, unpublished data), the conclu-

sion obtained by this test is generally unreliable. In fact, we

did not find any signature of positive selection even in the

newmiR genes. Therefore, positive selection is unlikely to be

a major force in evolution of Drosophila miR genes.

It should be noted that our study is based on a computa-

tional approach to identify the miR genes and therefore our
results may contain a certain fraction of false positives. In

addition, there must be other miR genes, which are uniden-

tified in this study. To obtain a complete picture of miR gene

evolution in Drosophila species, extensive experimental

identification of miR genes is necessary for many different

species. Nevertheless, this bioinformatics approach must be

a good starting point for identifying potential miR genes in

a genome. In fact, our estimates of ancestral gene numbers
roughly agree with those obtained by a recent experimental

study (Berezikov et al. 2010).

The study of evolution of miR genes has just begun. It is

therefore important to collect more data from various

groups of organisms and derive general conclusions. It is al-

ready known that miR gene families in plants contain more

member genes than those in animals (Li and Mao 2007),

suggesting that the contribution of gene duplication for
the formation of new genes is greater in plants than in ani-

mals. Note also that the contribution of TEs for the forma-

tion of miR genes may be greater in mammals and land

plants than in insects because the former genomes are

known to harbor a larger number of TEs than the latter

genomes. At this stage, it is important to consider various

possibilities of miR gene evolution.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary tables S1–S14, figures S1 and S2, and miR_

seqs.txt are available at Genome Biology and Evolution
online (http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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